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Wide-eyed children. Genie Casis. Central Coast. Australia 2017.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



A warning of the invasive power of contemporary digital media 
on the innocents – echoes of ‘1984’ and clan indoctrination. 

 

    
  Mr Joshua White. Curator (Culture) Gosford Art Gallery  
  Welcomes visitors at the opening of Belonging + Becoming. April ‘17 
 
Casis’ turn at the Gosford Gallery is an installation of considerable thought 
and execution. She is a recent Advance Diploma graduate of the Northern 
Sydney, (Hornsby) TAFE.  
 
Belonging & Becoming involves a synthesis of ceramic form, audio-visual 
projection and orchestrated curation. The artists’ intent is one of comment 
and warning of the dangers creating vacuous drone-like members of our 
future by feeding them, mindless yet powerful fodder from an early age.  
 
There is a lot of referencing in this work. The infant ceramic forms, all 
charming in a weird way, have bare heads suggesting vulnerability and 
purity, while the video featuring ever-chatting lips citing a Walt Whitman 
poem repetitively echo re-education sessions of a dystopic 1984 or a Nazi 
Youth propaganda meeting. 
 
There’s humour as well. The ever-chattering teeth and the lips are an instant 
reminder of the opening credits of Rocky Horror Picture Show – and how this 
beckons to ‘keep watching’. Don’t stop watching – you might just miss 
something wonderful. But for Casis’ wide, empty-eyed and open-mouthed 
infants there’s no delivery of a Nirvana earned by their devoted attention – 
there’s only ‘real’ missed opportunities beyond their digital media prisons. 
 



   
  The lips don’t stop commanding a vacuous infant audience. 
 
The ceramic element of the installation is impressive - the use of dry glazes 
of various hues being a significant feature of each piece. Each infant is 
sympathetically rendered with true skin and lip tones which provides an 
unnerving counterpoint to the searching empty eyes – successfully telling the 
artists intent. This is a case of ‘less is more’. We don’t miss the eyeballs, nor 
their colour – in fact, in their omission we learn more. It’s as if their slavish 
devotion to the visual stimuli have nuked their eye sockets – next their 
brains! 
 
Watch this artist – she’s on the way up! 
 

   
	 	 Empty, wide-eyed children. Genie Casis. Gosford Art Gallery, Central Coast,  
  NSW. Australia 2017.  
 
Click here – for the Artist’s informative introduction to her installation work 
‘Belonging & Becoming’. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vPU5GHjnBdg 


